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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Says Who

Kettle To Go LED Multi-functional
Lamp by Nordlux

The Kettle To Go is a versatile and useful light, with endless
possibilities at your disposal. The mutli-use lamp is made from
plastic, with an IP rating of 65 so you can use outside and inside.
The shade has a bottom which allows for the application of an
accessory, transforming from a portable light into a table lamp,
floor lamp or garden spike.

The Kettle To Go is available in two sizes, Kettle 22 and Kettle
36, and can be bought as a portable/suspension lamp, garden
spike, table lamp or floor lamp. The portable/suspension comes
with a cord so you can beautifully hang the portable light from
terraces or trees. The garden spike comes with a 51cm high spike
for application into the ground and the table and floor lamps come
with a tripod in a black metal or wood finish.

The Kettle To Go light features a dimmer switch on the body with
three light intensities and colour temperatures so you can have
both functional and cosy lighting. The lamp is also rechargeable
and lasts for five hours if used on the brightest setting and fully
charged. Use all around your home and garden for a stylish and
handy light!

Your purchase includes a Kettle To Go and an accessory if
choosing a garden spike, table lamp or floor lamp. To
purchase just an accessory for your Kettle To Go please
contact us.

https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/nordlux-kettle-to-go-led-multi-functional-lamp/10000630
https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/contact_us  


PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: Kettle To Go 22 - 4.8W, 2700K, 300 Lumens
Kettle To Go 36 - 6.8W, 2700K, 450 Lumens

IP Code: 65

Dimming: Integrated dimmer on the product.

Dimensions: Kettle To Go 22 - Ø22cm, Height: 19.6cm
Kettle To Go 36 - Ø36cm, Height: 30.8cm

Garden Spike - Ø5.8cm, Height: 51.6cm
Table Lamp Tripod - Ø17.9cm, Height: 34.4cm
Floor Lamp Tripod - Ø36.7cm, Height: 102.9cm
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